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Abstract 

 

Objective: To compare the maxillary sinus (MS) volumes of the patients’ with and without posterior 

crossbite (PCB). 

 

Subjects and Methods: The CBCT scans of 2 groups were studied: (1) 50 

patients (mean age: 14.39±1.32 years)without posterior crossbite (NCB); (2) 24 patients 

(mean age: 14.15±1.53 years) with PCB. 

 

After the volume calculation with using Dolphin 11.0 (Dolphin Imaging, Chatsworth, Calif, 

USA) software, paired sample t test was used to compare the differences between the right and left 

maxillary sinus volume of each group. Independent sample t test was used to identify the left, right 

and mean maxillary sinus volume differences between groups. 

 

Results: No significant differences were observed between right and left maxillary sinus volume for 

each group (p> .05). Right, left and mean maxillary sinus volume calculated from PCB group was 

found significantly lower than those calculated from NCB group (p< .01). 

 

Conclusion: Right, left and mean MS volumes of PCB patients’ were significantly lower than NCB 

individuals. 
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Introduction 

   

Paranasal sinuses are pneumatic and the anatomy of this structure varies from one individual to 

another.1 Despite different hypotheses such as serving the resonance cavity for speech, dampening, 

warming during inspiration and cushioning for mastication, the functional importance of the 

paranasal sinuses has not yet been clearly understood.2 However, some studies3 claimed that MS 

plays an important role in the formation of facial contours. 

The Maxillary sinus (MS) is the largest of the four paranasal sinuses.4 The shape of this structure is 

pyramidal and the floor of this pyramid is comprised by the alveolar and palatine process of the 

maxilla.5 MS has 2 rapid growth phases between the 0-3 and 7-12 years of ages but modest 

enlargement occurs until person’s late teens.6 However, Jun et al reported that the development of 

MS continued up until the third decade in males and second decade in female and thereafter its size 

decreased.3 

 Posterior crossbite (PCB) one of the most common malocculusion7 is defined as lingually 

positioning of the maxillary posterior teeth relative to the mandibular teeth and often reflects a 

narrow maxillary dental arc.8 It may arise from prolonged retention or premature loss of deciduous 

teeth, crowding, palatal cleft, genetic control and impaired nasal breathing caused by for example 

enlarged tonsils and adenoids.9-11 

In the literature,12 the relationship between MS volume and orthodontic malocclusions by using two 

dimensional (2D) imaging systems were reported. However, Ariji et al13 concluded that 2D imaging 

systems were not suitable for MS volume calculation. In recent years Cone-Beam Computed 

Tomography (CBCT) systems has been widely used due to the advantages such as, creating three 

dimensional (3D) anatomically true images14 and providing lower radiation dose15 when compared 

with conventional tomography systems. 

Previous studies evaluated the MS volume and volume changes related with different problems by 

using 3D imaging systems.1,3,16,17On the other hand the effects of PCB on craniofacial structures 

were evaluated and reported that this malocculusion may have long term effects on the growth and 

development of the teeth and jaws.18 Since the growth of MS has a direct relationship with the 

palate and alveolar bone,17 its’ growth and volume may be affected by PCB. However to our 

knowledge, there are no published studies which evaluated the MS volume of PCB patients by 

using 3D imaging systems. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to test the null hypotheses that: 

(1) there are no significant differences between the right and left MS volumes of PCB and non-

crossbite (NCB) patients and (2) there are no significant left, right and mean MS volume differences 

between PCB and NCB patients. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The power of the sample size was calculated and it was determined that 10, 9 and 9 subjects would 

be needed to conduct this study with, 85.9%, 86.1% and 86.7% power (α=.05) for right, left and 

mean MS volume respectively.   

The material of this study is consisted of 92 patients’ CBCT scans selected from the archive of Oral 

and Maxillofacial Radiology and Orthodontic Department of Faculty of Dentistry, Dicle University. 

After a careful evaluation 18 PCB patients were excluded due to the MS pathology and a total of 74 

patients’ CBCT scans that fulfilled the inclusion criteria (Table 1) were used in the current study.  
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Table 1. Inclusion Criteria for Sample Selection 

Non Crossbite Group Posterior Crossbite Group 

Skeletal Class I relationship without 

posterior cross bite  

Skeletal Class I relationship with involving at least 3 

posterior teeth in  bilateral posterior cross bite  at both sides 

No history of trauma, previous orthodontic,  prosthodontic treatment, or maxillofacial and plastic surgery 

All maxillary teeth present without any impaction except the third molars  

No signs or symptoms of maxillary sinus pathology (Maxillary Sinus Cist, Sinusitis, etc…) 

 

The CBCT scans were divided into two groups: Group 1 consisted of 50 patients’ CBCT scans (22 

girl, 23 boy; mean age: 14.39±1.32 years) without PCB as a control group (NCB); Group 2 

consisted of 24 patients’ CBCT scans (14 girl, 10 boy; mean age: 14.15±1.53 years) who had 

bilateral PCB (PCB). Cephalometric values are given in Table 2.  

The CBCT scans of PCB group were provided for another research and the ethical approval had 

already been obtained from the Ethical Committee of the Dicle University (DUD-FEK 2009/21). 

Since the CBCT scans available in the archive due to the reasons such as temporomandibular joint 

assessment, detection of vertical root fracture and evaluation of mandibular impacted teeth were 

included in this study, another ethical approval was not needed for NCB group. No additional 

radiographies were taken specifically for cephalometric analysis or other diagnostic purposes.  

All CBCT images were acquired with an iCAT 3D imaging device (Imaging Sciences International, 

Hatfield, Pa). The device was set for 5.0 mA and 120 kV. A 9.6-second scan with a single 360 

degree rotation created images with a voxel size of 0.3 mm. As a routine image exposure protocol, 

the patients’ heads were oriented by adjusting the Frankfort plane parallel to the horizontal plane, 

and the CBCT scans were taken while the patients bite into maximum intercuspation. 

For the calculation of MS volumes, Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) 

files obtained from the CBCT scans were exported to the Dolphin 11.0 (Dolphin Imaging, 

Chatsworth, Calif, USA) Imaging software. After carefully identification of the borders of MS in 

axial, sagittal and coronal  views (Figure 1-3), all tomographies  were carefully scanned slice by 

slice and the calculation of MS volumes were accomplished by adding the seeds to the unmarked 

areas by using the 3D module of the software.  

                        
Figure.1 Maxillary sinus borders in coronal slice view.    Figure.2 Maxillary sinus borders in axial slice view. 
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Figure.3 Maxillary sinus borders in sagittal slice view. 

 

All measurements were made by the same author (A.A.) by using the same airway sensitivity 

parameter of software.  

 

Method Error 

 

For method error evaluation, right and left MS volumes of randomly selected 15 patients from NCB 

and PCB groups were calculated after 4 weeks by the same examiner (A.A.). Paired sample t test 

and intra-class correlation coefficient were used to detect the differences between the first and 

second measurements with the level of significance set at p<0.05. 

 

Statistical Analyses 

  

Maxillary sinus volumes obtained from Dolphin Imaging software were analyzed with using 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 16.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago,III). Paired 

samples t test was used to compare the differences between the right and left maxillary sinus 

volumes of NCB and PCB groups. Independent samples t test was used to compare the right, left 

and mean MS volume between NCB and PCB groups. Probability values less than .05 were 

accepted as significant. 

 
Result 

 

The differences between repeated measurements to detect the method error showed no significant 

differences for right and left sides of the PCB (p= .907, p= .392) and NCB (p= .224, p= .592) 

groups respectively. Intra-class correlation coefficient showed a good reproducibility with a 

minimum value of .835.  

Descriptive statistics and paired sample t test results of groups are given in Table 2. The results 

showed no significant differences between the right (14653.78 ± 3087.89 mm3) and left (14886.18± 

2840.02 mm3) MS volumes of NCB group (p> .05). No significant differences were found from the 

comparison of right (12420.33 ± 2902.35 mm3)   and left (12619.25 ± 3072.49 mm3) MS volumes 

of PCB group (p> .05).  
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and Right and Left  

Maxillary Sinus Volume Comparisons of Each Group. 

 
Group SNA ANB   Mean (mm3) Sd Min Max p value 

NCB 

(n=24) 
77.63±2.1 2.02±1.02 

Right Volume 14653.78 3087.89 11220 27012 
p=.364  N.S. 

Left Volume 14886.18 2840.02 11666 24920 

Mean Volume 14769.98 2953.83 11220 27012     

PCB 

(n=50) 
77.26±2.9 2.42±1 

Right Volume 12420.33 2902.35 8057 18570 
p=.601 N.S. 

Left Volume 12619.25 3072.49 6762 17388 

Mean Volume 12528.91 2932.39 6762 18570     
N.S: Not Significant 

 

Independent sample t test results are given in Table 3. Side to side comparisons of both groups 

showed significant differences. Right MS volume of NCB group was found greater than that 

calculated from the right volume of PCB group (p= .004). Left MS volume of NCB group was also 

found significantly greater than that calculated from left volume of PCB group (p= .003). Similarly, 

mean MS volume of NCB group (14769.98 ± 2953.83 mm3) was found greater than mean MS 

volume (12528.91 ± 2932.39 mm3) that calculated from PCB group (p=0.002). According to this 

result, null hypothesis was rejected. 

 

Table 3.  Independent Sample t Test results. 

 

  

Mean  

Difference 

Std. Error 

Differences 

95% Confidence Interval 

of the Differences p 

Lower Upper 

NCB (RV) / PCB (RV) 2233.18 752.39 733.3 3733.05 .004 ** 

NCB (LV) / PCB (LV) 2266.67 724.19 764.11 3769.23 .003 ** 

NCB (MV) / PCB (MV) 2249.92 703.49 847.52 3652.32 .002 ** 

(RV): Right Volume, (LV): Left Volume, (MV): Mean Maxillary Sinus Volume, ***: p<0.01 

 

Discussion 

PCB is a common malocculusion and the etiology of this problem is multifactorial.9,18 Different 

studies7,18 were evaluated the effects of PCB on dentofacial structures. But to our knowledge, no 

published studies found which evaluated the MS volumes of PCB patients. Thus, the aim of this 

study is to evaluate the MS volume of PCB patients and compare them with NCB individuals by 

using CBCT. 

In literature, the effects of gender on MS volume were evaluated. While some of these studies,1,17,19 

reported no significant differences, the others20 concluded that males had larger MS volumes than 

females. On the other hand, Park at al16 and Kim et al21 did not consider gender discrimination in 

the evaluation of MS volume. In the present study, 18 of 42 (42%) PCB patients who had maxillary 

sinus pathology were excluded from the study.  Thus, gender discrimination was not evaluated due 

to the small sample size. This may be considered as a weakness of the current study.  
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The result of this study revealed no significant MS volume differences between right and left side 

for NCB (p>.05) and PCB (p>.05) groups. Previous studies were evaluated the side differences 

about MS volume and did not find any significant differences.1,16,17,19,20 Our finding is compatible 

with the results of previous studies. 

In literature the MS volume has been reported to range between 8.6 cm3 to 24.9 cm3 from different 

studies.4,22 In the current study, the mean MS volume obtained from NCB is 14769.9 ± 2953 mm3.  

Similar MS volumes were reported from previous studies.16,3,13 On the other hand, some 

studies1,17,23 reported greater MS volumes than the volumes obtained by present study. Emirzeoglu 

et al1 and Cho et al17 were calculated the MS volume of patients between 18 and 70 years old 

without any dental description. During adulthood, the shape and size of MS change especially due 

to loss of teeth.24 Taguchi et al25 concluded that loss of posterior teeth may be associated with a 

decrease in alveolar bone height and MS volume may increase with alveolar bone loss.17 Kirmier et 

al23 calculated the MS volume of the patients between the ages of 20-30 years old. Although it has 

been reported1,16 that MS pneumatization is completed between 12 and 14 years of age, Jun et al3 

reported that the development of MS continued up until the third decade in males and the second 

decade in females. Therefore greater volumes obtained from the studies by Emirzeoglu et al,1 Cho 

et al17 and Kirmier et al23 may be attributed to the wide age ranges. 

Results of the current study indicated that mean, left and right MS volume obtained from PCB 

group is significantly lower than those obtained from NCB group (p< .01). To date, there are no 

published studies which evaluated the MS volume of PCB patients thus we couldn’t compare our 

findings with another study. However, according to the results of this study MS volume is affected 

by PCB.  

Although not clearly understood, mechanisms such as nasal airflow and facial structures are related 

with the growth of the paranasal sinuses.26 Similarly, nasal airflow restrictions11 and adenoid9,10 

problems which result in  mouth breathing27 and facial muscle balance changes26,28 due to the 

tongue position also affect the formation of PCB.  The effects of these factors on skeletal growth 

and development such as narrow plate may be explained by functional matrix theory (FMT)29. 

According to Kikuchi,30 the FMT by Moss claims that body functions such as breathing and 

deglutition affect the growth of the cartilage and bones as secondary changes. Since MS is located 

in the body of maxilla,2 reduced MS volume of PCB patients as found in the current study may be 

attributed to the similar factors related with the formation of PCB and the growth of MS via FMT. 

On the other hand; although the effects of these factors26-29 in the formation of PCB are well 

documented, the effects of these factors on MS development are controversial. Guimarães et al31 

evaluated nasal breath and its relation with maxillary sinus development with using CBCT images 

of seven patients and reported that posterior nasal air flow did not any crucial role in the MS 

development. Although a recent study32 reported that increasing adenoid tissue volume did not 

significantly affect the development of paranasal sinuses, some studies33 reported that adenoid 

tissue may impair the development of them. However, these otolaryngologic studies were not 

evaluated the MS volume of PCB patients.  

The long term effects of PCB on MS volume may be clearly detected on longitudinal records. 

However because of the ethical concerns of CBCT imaging, current study was designed as a 

retrospective study and this may be considered as a limitation. Thus, large sampled longitudinal 

studies are needed to evaluate the developmental differences and volumetric changes in MS volume 

of PCB patients and to clarify whether it is an etiologic factor or a result of PCB. 
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Conclusion 

Within the limitations, the results of this study indicate that 

There are no statistically significant side differences between right and left MS volumes of 

NCB and PCB groups. 

Left, right and mean MS volume of PCB patients’ were significantly lower than that of NCB 

individuals. 
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